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Wilson Chik,  

an artist of mind-body 

movement and an 

MFA graduate  

at The University of 

Hong Kong, 

is planning a new 

literary magazine, 

named Thirtyspokes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thirtyspokes celebrates and 

features the landscape of 

Hong Kong 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

LING: What makes you start the literary magazine Thirtyspokes with a focus on 

Hong Kong?  

 

CHIK: I have come full circle, first leaving Hong Kong at the age of five for 

Singapore and America. I am a result of translocation and dislocation, both in 

America, where I ultimately emigrated, and then coming back to Hong Kong. In some 

sense, I am revisiting myself in this place now I call home (once more), where 

departure from my birthplace was necessary, in order to come back to this land 

differently, perhaps changed. Here is where my writing explores life. And the 



movements in life have to do with my roots, and with who I am as a person, a Butoh 

artist, being part of the larger community at hand, especially now that Hong Kong is 

once again the place I have lived the longest, as I begin my third adventure in life.  

 

Now, Hong Kong is in the making, like new land forming from volcanic lava cooling. 

So am I, and are the seven million others who dwell on this land. Great heat is needed. 

The fire is within each of us, as the constant 37 degrees Celsius passion presses out 

our words, voices, movement and stories.   

 

LING: Why is your new magazine called “Thirtyspokes”?  

 

CHIK: Once in a dream, I saw sound visually. Sound emerged from the earth, as 

thousands of spokes rising and falling like a current, a kind of energetic snake. How 

cool is that! Sound wasn’t depicted as singular but rather as fluid bundles with inter- 

and intra-relationship, the part affecting the whole, and the whole was shaped like the 

island of Hong Kong. Then a few months ago, the Tao Te Ching fell from the top 

bookshelf at my home and it opened to the line, “Thirty spokes converge on a central 

hub…”  This is the capstone image, the convergence: individual spokes coming 

together, spoke by spoke, sharing weight, part of a larger wheel. Movement arises in 

the inter-connectedness.   

 

LING: What is Thirtyspokes going to be about? What will be the main contents?  

 

CHIK: Thirtyspokes publishes fiction, creative nonfiction, poetry, documentary 

vignettes, and images that embody Hong Kong of particular times, both real and 

imagined; from outlying islands to new territories, from skyscrapers to teeming ports, 

from old neighborhoods to new satellite towns, from the future to the past. It will hold 

literature and art powerful enough to reach others from this small dot on a globe 

called Hong Kong, a place once on loan then handed back, both a place of immigrants 

and of diaspora, a place in transition, a place of in-betweens, in constant search of self, 

community, and nationality. 

 

LING: You just said Thirtyspokes will “embody Hong Kong of particular times, both 

real and imagined.” In what particular ways do you think that the magazine can add to 

our city?  

 

CHIK: Thirtyspokes will be published in Risograph print biannually in Hong Kong. 

It all started with texture. How paper feels on fingers. The feeling translated into an 

imagination, transmitted along with its scent, colors, density and shape. Then ink in 

all its pigmentation and possibilities, mixed, arranged and imprinted. As if the souls of 



paper, ink, and the human merged. An alchemy of art. A little magazine. As the phrase 

goes, “to put something onto paper” is to immortalize and concretize, pulling thoughts, 

ideas, images and anchoring them. And what’s to go onto paper is the artistic and 

literary sense of a place called Hong Kong. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LING: That is very interesting! You are catching the inexpressible by looking at the 

texture, the rhythm, the flow, the momentum in the city. How do you think the city 

and literary art can enrich each other?  

 

CHIK: We are stories. Stories to be printed on paper, to be held, touched and to be 

touched. Whether from image to word, line to page, our stories inevitably bind us 

together in a modern sense of place. Ours is a diverse community with far-reaching 

ideas and creative spirits inspired to find the extraordinary. We’re a place of locals, 

expatriates and everyone in-between. Extraordinary narratives of community give a 

literary and artistic sense of place and belonging. Finding each personal story and how 

collectively they make up the larger story hint at the mythic story which we yearn to 

connect with, especially in these modern times of translocation and dislocation.   

 

LING: What kinds of stories are you looking for in particular? What kind of voice do 

you want to put into Thirtyspokes?  

 

Risograph printing: “I Cannot Pretend to be a Ghost Today,” Human News Issue 

3 on Food, Inkspot Press Berlin, November 2011 



Risograph printing: “Weather,” Human News Issue 3 on Food, Inkspot 

Press Berlin, November 2011 

CHIK: Hard to say. I want to look for the extra-ordinary (I love the play of the word). 

Aren’t there stories in everything? Just with the right ‘eye’, mind, framework, 

investigation and love, the stories begin to unfold…it is that much I know, but the rest 

I will know when I see, read, or feel it. That is part of the mystery and exploration.  

As Rumi said, “Let yourself be drawn by the stronger pull of that which you truly 

love.” That’s the force behind the voice! 

 

LING: How can the community contribute to Thirtyspokes?  

 

CHIK: Each issue will have a specific theme. Sometimes, Thirtyspokes will work 

directly with the artists in crafting specific exploration in writing or art. Other times, 

we will place a call for art. But more will be done with groups of writers and artists; 

they can be from a community or a specific locale, coming together to create, reflect 

and share. There will be much more to come at www.thirtyspokes.org!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________________ 

 

 Wilson Chik is a Butoh artist and a Mind-Body facilitator 

whose specialty is exploring life in movement for the last 

21 years. He received his B.Sc. in Biochemistry from the 

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science. Recently, 

he completed a M.F.A. with distinctions in Creative 

Writing at Hong Kong University. 

 


